Dear Mr. Svedas, Chair of the Implementation Committee to the ESPOO Convention and its SEA Protocol,

Dear Mrs. Elena Santer, Secretary to the Implementation Committee,

According the request to Albania from the Implementation Committee under the Espoo Convention and its Protocol on SEA with regard to Albania’s responses to the questionnaire on implementing the Convention in the period from 2013 to 2015 concerning the response to the question I.22 of the EIA questionnaire, in terms of the legal legislation provisions requiring the organisation of the public hearings as an Affected Party in the case of a transboundary EIA procedure, I would like you to inform and clarify you as follows:

The Albanian Government do not have a specific legal act, which sets the provision regarding the organisation the of the public hearings as an Affected Party in the case of a transboundary EIA procedure, as we do have in the case that Albania is the Origin Party. This is the reason why we respond to the question I.22 of the EIA questionnaire that we do not have a relevant provision in our national legislation. In the case that Albania is an Affected Party we implement the provisions of the Decision of the Council of the Ministers No. 247, dated 30.04.2014 ’On determining rules, procedures and requirements regarding the public information and participation on environmental decision-making’, which sets the provision regarding the organisation the of the public hearings in the national EIA procedure.

If you will need further clarifications, we will be glade to inform you.

Kind regards,

Ornela.

Ornela SHOSHI, PhD
Head of EIA and SEA Unit
National Focal Point
ESPOO Convention and SEA Protocol
MINISTRY OF TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENT